As you might have heard, Tarleton State University is experiencing continued growth with our Fall 2012 class.

Residential Living & Learning is preparing to accommodate this influx of students in an environment that will ensure the least amount of disruption possible. Cozy, temporary living arrangements, although not ideal, are desirable because incoming students have the opportunity to:

- reside on campus and live with their peers
- access the academic buildings and Tarleton resources so vital to student success

On campus housing has assigned students using the following methods with the goal to place students in a traditional, permanent housing assignment as quickly as space becomes available.

- Bender Hall and Ferguson Hall will offer double accommodation. Each student in a double will be provided a bed, desk and chair, and drawers.
- Residential Leader rooms will offer temporary double accommodation. Each student in a double will be provided a bed, desk and chair, and drawers. As space becomes available, students living with a Residential Leader will be expected to move into a traditional assignment on campus.